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b Police will be keeping a check on terraces
and on beaches this weekend after
restrictions were eased on Tuesday.
b Social gatherings are limited to six people
from two households.
b As for bar and restaurant terraces, these
have to close at five in the afternoon. Bars and
restaurants cannot serve only alcohol. Inside.

The first weekend in which bars and restaurants will be
open since restrictions were eased.

37 more positive cases in the Balearics: official figures
Palma.—The Thursday report from the
Balearic health ministry indicates 37
new positive cases, three fewer than
Wednesday, with a test rate of 1.29%
from 2,868 tests. Thirty-one of the cases
are in Majorca; there are four in Ibiza and
two in Minorca.
The number of Covid patients on wards
has fallen below 100 to 97 - 55 in Majorca
(one fewer than Wednesday); 41 in Ibiza

(three fewer); one in Minorca (no
change).
The total number of patients in intensive care units remains 41, with 26 in Majorca, 14 in Ibiza (one more than Wednesday) and one in Minorca (one fewer).
Nine more patients have been discharged from hospital, while a further
125 people who were being monitored by
primary care have recovered. In Majorca,

British Airways prepares
for travel restart with
testing kit plan

the number of people being monitored
has fallen below 1,000 to 990. In total,
the health service is attending to 1,436
people (108 fewer than Wednesday).
This figure is the lowest it has been
since the second week in August.
The ministry has confirmed two more
deaths. The total since the start of the
pandemic is 731.
The 14-day cumulative incidence per

London.— British Airways has struck a deal with a COVID-19
testing kit provider as airlines prepare for the desperatelyneeded restart of summer travel, which is likely to include
tests for passengers.
After months of lockdown, airlines hope Britain will give
the go-ahead from mid-May for holidays to restart, boosting

100,000 in the Balearics is now 64.47. In
Mallorca it is 63.06. In Ibiza it has fallen
below 100 to 98.71.
In terms of vaccination, 77,280 doses
have been administered - 3,142 more
than Wednesday - with 23,810 people
having had two doses.
In Majorca, 63,232 doses have been
given; 19,046 people have been vaccinated twice.

an industry whose finances have been slammed by the pandemic. But it is not yet clear how mass foreign travel will resume. The government will provide more information on
April 12. Travel corridors, which allowed unrestricted movement between Britain and some low-risk countries, could be
re-introduced.

